GENERAL NOTES

A. All final locations and arrangements of lighting fixtures shall be obtained from the architectural reflected ceiling plan.

B. Lighting fixtures with more than two lamps shall have two outer lamps controlled with one switch and inner lamp(s) controlled by a second switch.

C. Each branch circuit homerun shall have no more than three circuits. Each branch circuit homerun shall have a separate green insulated equipment grounding conductor.

D. Multi-gang backboxes for different voltages and types of emergency and normal branch wiring devices shall have dividers between devices.

GENERAL NOTES - DEMOLITION

A. For existing equipment, such as lighting fixtures, wiring devices, conduits, etc., shown on plans to be removed, completely cut/cap conduits at the area of work perimeter and remove conduit within the work area, disconnect wiring at the overcurrent protective device and remove wiring completely from the abandoned conduits.

B. Disconnect all abandoned wiring of all types at the overcurrent protective device. Completely remove all abandoned wiring.

C. Maintain and restore, if interrupted, all conduits and conductors passing through renovated areas and servicing undisturbed areas.
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